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Dislocations in geological minerals are fundamental to the creep processes that control large-scale
geodynamic phenomena. However, techniques to quantify their densities, distributions, and types over
critical subgrain to polycrystal length scales are limited. The recent advent of high-angular resolution
electron backscatter diffraction (HR-EBSD), based on diffraction pattern cross-correlation, offers a pow-
erful new approach that has been utilised to analyse dislocation densities in the materials sciences. In
particular, HR-EBSD yields significantly better angular resolution (o0.01°) than conventional EBSD
(�0.5°), allowing very low dislocation densities to be analysed. We develop the application of HR-EBSD
to olivine, the dominant mineral in Earth's upper mantle by testing (1) different inversion methods for
estimating geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) densities, (2) the sensitivity of the method under a
range of data acquisition settings, and (3) the ability of the technique to resolve a variety of olivine
dislocation structures. The relatively low crystal symmetry (orthorhombic) and few slip systems in oli-
vine result in well constrained GND density estimates. The GND density noise floor is inversely pro-
portional to map step size, such that datasets can be optimised for analysing either short wavelength,
high density structures (e.g. subgrain boundaries) or long wavelength, low amplitude orientation gra-
dients. Comparison to conventional images of decorated dislocations demonstrates that HR-EBSD can
characterise the dislocation distribution and reveal additional structure not captured by the decoration
technique. HR-EBSD therefore provides a highly effective method for analysing dislocations in olivine and
determining their role in accommodating macroscopic deformation.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V.. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The rheological properties of crystalline materials undergoing
high-temperature creep are intimately linked to their dislocation
contents and structures. As such, dislocation analysis is of sig-
nificant interest for both materials and Earth sciences. Dislocations
may be analysed by direct observation at the lattice-scale (e.g. by
transmission electron microscopy, TEM [1]) or by decoration
techniques at the grain- or aggregate-scales (e.g. by optical or
scanning electron microscopy [2–4]). However, ongoing develop-
ments in analysis of electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) data,
collected in the scanning electron microscope (SEM), are providing
new methods for quantitative analysis of dislocation densities and
distributions over scales ranging from tens of nanometres up to
millimetres [5–9]. EBSD-based dislocation density analysis is ex-
panding in the materials sciences [10–12] with the advent of high-
r B.V. All rights reserved.

).
angular resolution EBSD (HR-EBSD), based on diffraction pattern
cross-correlation, providing unprecedented sensitivity in mea-
surements of lattice curvature and resulting estimates of disloca-
tion density [9,13,14]. However, the application of quantitative
EBSD-based dislocation density analysis to geological materials
has been limited to date [8,15,16], and recently developed HR-
EBSD methods have not yet, to the authors knowledge, been ap-
plied to common rock-forming minerals. In this contribution, we
develop and test the ability of HR-EBSD to derive dislocation
density estimates for olivine, the most abundant mineral in Earth's
upper mantle.

Olivine constitutes typically 460% of Earth's upper mantle,
and therefore olivine rheology exerts a first order control on large-
scale geodynamic processes such as mantle convection [17–19],
formation of mantle shear zones [20,21] and subduction of oceanic
lithosphere [22]. Olivine deformation in laboratory experiments, at
strain rates typically 410�7 s�1, has been interpreted to occur by
a range of deformation mechanisms, including dislocation creep
[23–26] and dislocation- or diffusion-accommodated grain
boundary sliding [27–32], with the rate-controlling mechanism
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varying with material properties (e.g. grain size and composition)
and thermomechanical conditions (e.g. temperature, stress state,
and strain rate). To describe natural deformation at typical strain
rates of 10�10–10�15 s�1, laboratory-derived flow laws must be
greatly extrapolated. Confidence in such extrapolations can only
be gained if the same fundamental deformation mechanisms and
processes can be demonstrated to have occurred in both the ex-
perimental and natural materials. These considerations motivate
detailed dislocation analysis (dislocation types, densities, and
distributions) in order to model and interpret their role in ac-
commodating strain.

Several methods for analysing dislocations in olivine have been
developed, providing useful tools for investigating the mechan-
isms and conditions of deformation. Early work on olivine dis-
locations relied primarily on examination of slip traces or etch pits
in deformed crystals in order to identify slip system types and the
conditions under which dislocation glide occurs [33–35]. Sub-
sequent TEM studies allowed olivine dislocations to be in-
vestigated in greater detail, permitting initial interpretations of
dislocation dynamics [36–39]. The development of a technique for
decorating dislocations by oxidation [2] allowed larger-scale dis-
location structures and densities to be readily observed [40,41],
and dislocations naturally decorated through similar processes
were identified [42]. Decoration of dislocations in experimentally
deformed single crystals of olivine allowed the important ob-
servations that increasing differential stress increases the dis-
location density, decreases the minimum glide loop radius, and
decreases the tilt-boundary spacing, providing piezometric re-
lationships for investigating stress conditions of naturally de-
formed, olivine-rich rocks [40,41]. An inverse relationship be-
tween dislocation density and subgrain size has also been estab-
lished based on observations of decorated dislocations in naturally
deformed olivine [43].

Although decoration by oxidation provides a simple method to
investigate dislocation densities and distributions in olivine, dis-
location types can typically only be inferred and no information on
associated lattice rotations, elastic strain or residual stress can be
derived. Recent studies have employed more sophisticated tech-
niques, such as TEM electron tomography [44] and geometric
phase analysis [45] to discern dislocation types and quantify strain
fields, but are typically limited to sample areas less than 1 mm2.
However, HR-EBSD provides both the high angular resolution ne-
cessary to resolve dislocation densities, distributions, residual
stresses and elastic strains, as well as the large areal coverage of
EBSD maps, typically up to a few hundred mm2 [9,13,46,47].

HR-EBSD-based dislocation analysis has been successfully ap-
plied to a range of materials, including copper [48], titanium [49],
Ti–6Al–4V [50] and yttria-stabilised zirconia [51]. Unfortunately,
due to the abundant slip systems available in these previously
investigated materials, the calculation of densities of different
types of dislocations is non-unique as many combinations are
available that can generate the measured lattice orientation gra-
dients (e.g. for bcc iron, densities of 16 dislocation types can be
combined to fulfil only six measurable curvature components),
and therefore additional constraints must be imposed [9]. In
contrast, olivine exhibits very few dislocation types due to its re-
latively low crystal symmetry (orthorhombic) and long [010] di-
rection (a¼4.8 Å, b¼10.2 Å, c¼6.0 Å), effectively precluding slip
systems with [010] Burgers vectors [52,53]. As a result, slip system
determinations in olivine are better constrained than in applica-
tions to higher symmetry minerals.

The aim of the present study is to develop the application of
HR-EBSD to dislocation analysis in olivine by testing the sensitivity
limits of the technique under a range of data acquisition settings
and dislocation-density inversion techniques. We compare HR-
EBSD-derived dislocation densities to those from Hough-based
analysis and also to images of decorated dislocations to further
demonstrate the capabilities of the technique. The results open
opportunities for future work on olivine dislocation densities,
substructure and evolution, with the advantages of large spatial
coverage, high angular resolution, and relatively simple sample
preparation that HR-EBSD provides.
2. Methods

2.1. Relating lattice curvature to geometrically necessary dislocation
density

EBSD-based dislocation analysis exploits large volumes of lat-
tice orientation data to characterise intracrystalline curvature re-
sulting from the presence of dislocations. The portion of the dis-
location density that contributes to lattice curvature at the scale of
observation is classified as the geometrically necessary dislocation
(GND) density. A Burgers circuit construction around an arbitrary
group of dislocations reveals that only a fraction of them con-
tribute to the net Burgers vector and thus correspond to the GND
density. While, in contrast, other dislocation structures such as
dipoles, multipoles, and loops result in no lattice curvature and a
null net Burgers vector at scales larger than the Burgers circuit
under consideration. This latter contribution to the dislocation
density is classified as the statistically stored dislocation (SSDs)
density [54,55]. Although individual defects cannot be un-
ambiguously assigned as GNDs or SSDs, the contributions to the
total dislocation density are unambiguous.

The relationship between gradients in lattice orientation ( g)
and components of Nye's dislocation density tensor (αij) is given
by

α = ( )e g 1ij ikl jl k,

where eikl are components of the permutation tensor, and the
comma denotes partial differentiation with respect to the sub-
sequent index [6,55]. The elements of αij are related to the den-
sities (ρs) of smax different types of dislocation through
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where bs is the Burgers vector and ls is the unit line direction of
the sth dislocation type [6,9]. This analysis assumes that long-
range elastic strain gradients are negligible compared to the lattice
rotation gradients [54]. This assumption is indeed the case for the
samples analysed here, for which the elastic strain gradients are
on the order of 1% of the lattice rotation gradients.

2.2. Resolving low densities of geometrically necessary dislocations
using high angular resolution EBSD

Lattice orientation gradients are readily determined from EBSD
data based on angular misorientations between adjacent mea-
surements. The precision of such misorientations provides a first-
order control on the precision of resulting GND density estimates.
During conventional EBSD analysis, angular uncertainties in in-
dividual orientation measurements are typically �0.5° and arise
from the determination of band positions in the diffraction pattern
using a Hough transform. For a measurement spacing (i.e., EBSD
step size) of 200 nm, this precision results in a minimum mea-
sureable GND density of �1014 m�2 [13,47]. Sensitivities of this
magnitude are sufficient for resolving high GND densities typical
of experimentally deformed metals [5,6] and can resolve high GND
density subgrain structures in geological minerals [8]. None-
theless, geological materials deformed at low stress and high
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temperature typically contain dislocation densities of
�10�10–10�12 m�2 [40,41], which cannot be resolved using con-
ventional EBSD analysis.

The recently developed HR-EBSD approach uses an alternative
method to determine misorientations by directly comparing dif-
fraction patterns from neighbouring points in an EBSD map
[13,14]. This method cross-correlates regions of interest in the
diffraction patterns with the same regions in a specified reference
pattern, yielding the rotations and elastic strains responsible for
the difference in the patterns. HR-EBSD can be sensitive to rota-
tions of less than 0.01°, resulting in improved precision in sub-
sequent dislocation density estimates and the ability to resolve
very low-misorientation microstructures [9,13,47]. Jiang et al. [47]
established that the noise floor (i.e., the minimum measureable
value) for measurement of GND density varies with EBSD acqui-
sition settings, such as pattern binning and step size, that are
commonly adjusted to optimise the speed and accuracy of map-
ping. They demonstrated that binning of pixels in electron back-
scatter diffraction patterns (EBSPs) from undeformed silicon, and
the associated decrease in angular resolution, results in a relatively
modest increase in the GND density noise floor. In contrast, de-
creasing the mapping step size increases the noise floor much
more significantly due primarily to increasing uncertainty in or-
ientation gradients and also due to increasing the apparent ratio of
GND to SSD density within the Burgers circuit. Thus, increasing the
step size potentially offers an opportunity to resolve lower average
GND densities, although a lower noise floor comes at the expense
of spatial resolution.

2.3. Experimental procedure

2.3.1. Specimen preparation
To demonstrate the application of HR-EBSD to olivine, we uti-

lise two specimens deformed in a Paterson gas-medium apparatus
at the University of Minnesota. The first is a single crystal of San
Carlos olivine (�Fo90), PI-1433. This specimen was deformed in
triaxial compression at 1000°C and 388 MPa differential stress to
8% finite strain. The primary compressive stress was oriented to
roughly bisect [010] and [001]. The second is a polycrystalline
specimen of Fo50, PT-0652, which was deformed initially in torsion
at 1200°C and 112 MPa to 10.6 shear strain, followed by extension
at stresses between 78 MPa and 155 MPa to a total extensional
strain of �10% [56]. The sample was then sectioned on a plane
tangential to the cylindrical sample surface. Both specimens were
polished using diamond suspensions down to 0.25 mm grit size
and finished with �15–30 min polishing on 0.03 mm colloidal si-
lica. Dislocations in PT-0652 were decorated by the oxidation
technique of [2], and then the surface was briefly re-polished to
remove the thin oxidised surface rind, leaving the dislocations and
boundaries that oxidised to greater depths. The decorated dis-
locations were imaged using forescattered electron detectors be-
fore an EBSD map of the same area was collected. Precipitation of
oxides in the decoration process may induce elastic strains due to
the change in volume, but the precipitates are not envisioned to
induce significant lattice rotations, and therefore should not affect
the calculation of GND densities.

To investigate the ultimate sensitivity of the GND density cal-
culations, we also examined an undeformed single crystal of sili-
con and an undeformed single crystal of San Carlos olivine (MN1).
The latter was decorated and prepared as above, and the decorated
dislocations were imaged using backscattered electrons. With the
exception of rare subgrain boundaries, dislocation densities were
observed to be o1010 m�2. No subgrain boundaries were present
in the area subsequently mapped.
2.3.2. Data acquisition
EBSD data were acquired using Oxford Instruments AZtec

software on an FEI Quanta 650 field-emission gun SEM equipped
with an Oxford Instruments Nordlys S EBSD camera in the De-
partment of Earth Sciences at the University of Oxford. Operating
conditions were 70° specimen tilt, 8.4–11.9 mm working distance
and 20–30 kV accelerating voltage. Electron backscatter patterns
(EBSPs) were processed to remove the background signal by di-
vision and saved as 8 bit TIFF files for subsequent HR-EBSD
analysis.

2.3.3. Methods of determining GND content
Due to the general insensitivity of EBSD measurements to lat-

tice orientation gradients in the direction normal to the specimen
surface, only five elements of αij can be determined directly (α12,
α13, α21, α23, and α33), along with the difference between two of the
remaining unknown elements, i.e., α −α11 22 [7]. As such, Eq. (2) can
be written in the form

ρ λ= ( )A 3

where ρ is a vector of densities for all smax dislocation types, and λ
is a vector of measureable lattice curvature components. A is a
6� smax matrix in which each column contains the dyadic of the
Burgers vector and unit line direction of the sth dislocation type.
Assuming that the lattice rotation gradients are significantly larger
than the elastic strain gradients [9], Eq. (3) can be expanded to link
directly between ρ and the six measurable curvature components,
∂
∂
w

x
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Although these six available terms provide useful information
about the GND content [5–8], information about the densities of
different dislocation types is incomplete. As an alternative, the
density of different dislocation types can be solved for in a least-
squares sense (i.e., using the L2-norm and referred to from here on
simply as L2) following [57]

( )ρ λ= ( )
−A AA . 5T T 1

This approach yields the average dislocation density for the sth
dislocation type in which dislocations with opposite sign (i.e.,
generating opposite curvatures) are considered simultaneously.
For a mineral with six dislocation types, this approach defines A as
a 6�6 matrix. Alternatively, dislocations with opposite sign can
explicitly be separated into two densities, one with only positive
values and the other with only negative values. Thus, for a mineral
with six dislocation types, A is defined as a 6�12 matrix. This case
is valuable for inversion methods with constraints on the sign of
the values in ρ.

For high-symmetry materials with 46 available dislocation
types, the L2 approach defined in Eq. (5) does not have a unique
solution based on minimising the least squares misfit in disloca-
tion density alone. In such instances, minimisation of a different
objective function, such as dislocation line energy or length can be



Table 1
Olivine slip systems used in dis-
location density calculations.

Dislocation type Slip system

Edge (010)[100]
Edge (001)[100]
Edge (100)[001]
Edge (010)[001]
Screw [100]
Screw [001]

Table 2
Summary of inversion methods for estimating dislocation densities.

Inversion method Function Number of slip
systems

Size of A in Eqs. (3)
and (5)

L1 linprog 9 6�18
pinv6 pinv 6 6�6
pinv9 pinv 9 6�9
pinv12 pinv 6 6�12
pinv18 pinv 9 6�18
lsq12 lsqnonneg 6 6�12
lsq18 lsqnonneg 9 6�18
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employed. For instance, Wilkinson and Randman [9] investigated
the highly under-constrained system of a two-dimensional EBSD
map of bcc iron, in which case, the dislocation densities of differ-
ent dislocation types must be estimated from 32 unknowns (po-
sitive and negative curvatures arising from 16 dislocation types).
To discriminate between different combinations of dislocation
densities that all reproduce the observed lattice curvatures, they
employed an optimisation scheme (referred to from here on as L1)
that follows Eq. (5) while simultaneously minimising the total line
energy of the dislocations.

Olivine has the advantage of a relatively small number of slip
systems, leading to better constrained GND density inversions. For
olivine, we only consider dislocations associated with the four
primary slip systems observed in samples deformed in high-
temperature creep tests (Table 1), including both edge and screw
dislocations (for a review of observed dislocation types see [53]),
which results in six types of dislocations in total (or 12 if positive
and negative dislocation types are considered separately).

To determine the optimal inversion method for olivine, we
performed systematic tests of several inversion methods. We im-
plemented high-level functions available in MATLABs, including
the ‘linprog’ function for the L1 scheme and ‘pinv’ (pseudoinver-
sion) and ‘lsqnonneg’ (least squares non-negative) functions for the
L2 scheme. Following Wilkinson and Randman [9], the L1 scheme
includes weights in the optimisation to minimise the (isotropic)
line energy for edge and screw dislocations (Eedge and Escrew re-
spectively) according to

∝ ( )bE 6edge
2

and

∝
− ν ( )
b

E
1 7screw

2

where ν is the Poisson's ratio.
The L1 scheme requires the curvature to be exactly described

by the resulting dislocation densities, which may not always be
possible with the limited number of slip systems in olivine. Thus,
we used the six dislocation types in Table 1 along with three
‘fictitious’ dislocation types with Burgers vectors parallel to [010]
to yield nine total dislocation types. These fictitious dislocation
types were assigned Burgers vectors with lengths multiple orders
of magnitude larger than the other dislocation types. As a result,
negligible densities of these dislocation types are invoked to ac-
commodate the input curvatures. The L1 scheme also requires the
signs of all of the dislocation densities in ρ to be positive, and
therefore positive and negative dislocation are considered sepa-
rately (i.e., A is expanded to be a 6�18 matrix).

We also included the three fictitious dislocation types in some
tests of the pinv and lsqnonneg functions, although their inclusion
is not required. These results are referred to as pinv18, and lsq18
respectively, for which the label 18 denotes the number of col-
umns in A. For pinv, it is also not necessary to separate positive
and negative dislocations. Therefore, we additionally grouped
dislocations of different sign together for several tests, yielding a
matrix A with 6 columns if no fictitious slip systems are used
(pinv6) or 9 columns if the fictitious slip systems are used (pinv9).
The inversion methods used are summarised in Table 2.

We also tested the effect of crystal orientation on the inversion
results. To do so, we assumed a GND density of 1012 m�2 was
present on a particular slip system and forward calculated the
expected lattice curvature. We then determined the values of λ
(Eqs. (3) and (5)) that would be measured by EBSD mapping a
surface at a specified orientation relative to the crystallographic
axes. Finally, we used the inversion methods described above to
attempt to recover the input GND densities from the λ values that
would be accessible from EBSD measurements. By carrying out
this procedure for multiple surface orientations, the effect of
crystal orientation on the inversion results can be tested. In ad-
dition to carrying out the forward calculation with only one non-
zero GND density, we also carried out this procedure assuming a
GND density of 1012 m�2 was present for all of the six real olivine
dislocation types.

2.3.4. Testing the effect of varying EBSD acquisition settings
To test the effect of varying EBSD acquisition settings on both

calculated dislocation densities and spatial resolution of disloca-
tion structures, we performed a systematic analysis of EBSD da-
tasets from three specimens: an undeformed Si standard (50�50
points at 0.5 mm step size and 67�42 points at 8 mm step size), an
undeformed olivine single crystal (MN1; 500�400 points at 1 mm
step size and 30�21 points at 20 mm step size), and a deformed
olivine single crystal (PI-1433; 247�214 points at 1 mm step size).
All original datasets were collected without binning of EBSP pixels.

We sub-sampled the original EBSD datasets to investigate the
effects of mapping the same areas with larger step sizes and
greater EBSP binning. To simulate larger step sizes, we under-
sampled the data, using only a regularly spaced fraction of data
points from the original datasets. To simulate a range of pattern
binning (2�2, 4�4, and 8�8 pixels), we reduced the resolution
of the original stored EBSPs by averaging groups of adjacent pixels.
Investigations of the effect of pattern binning were only carried
out on datasets with 8–10 mm step sizes. Repeatedly sub-sampling
the same dataset has advantages over collecting multiple datasets
as it is more efficient and allows exactly the same measurement
points to be analysed in each case. For this series of tests, maps of
dislocation density were produced using the pinv6 inversion
method for olivine and L1 scheme for silicon.

To examine the effect of increasing step size on the ability to
resolve different dislocation structures, we performed a similar
under-sampling analysis on a map collected over an area in which
dislocations had been decorated by oxidation and were therefore
detectible in forescattered electron images. For this series of tests,
maps of dislocation density were also produced using the pinv6
inversion method. The original dataset with 0.25 mm step size was
under-sampled and reanalysed to generate additional datasets
with 1 and 2 mm step sizes.



Fig. 1. Maps of αi3 components of the dislocation density tensor obtained by either Hough-based EBSD or HR-EBSD for olivine single crystal PI-1433. Lower hemisphere equal
area projection presents the crystal orientation and compressional loading direction in the map reference frame. The maps consist of 212�223 points collected at 1.25 mm
step size and 2�2 EBSP pixel binning. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3. Results

3.1. Comparison between conventional EBSD and HR-EBSD

A comparison between the αi3 components of the dislocation
Fig. 2. Olivine GND densities recovered by each inversion method using an input curva
location of each point represents the normal to the hypothetical specimen surface orient
represents the calculated GND density. The crystal reference frame is given in the lower r
all other plots green. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
density tensor obtained by Hough-based EBSD and HR-EBSD is
presented in Fig. 1. The HR-EBSD results exhibit distinct and well-
resolved GND substructure, including prominent boundaries (or-
iented top-right to bottom-left) and less pronounced, more closely
spaced bands (oriented top-left to bottom-right), both of which
ture corresponding to 1012 m�2 on the (010)[100] slip system (i.e. third row). The
ation in the crystal reference frame plotted in the lower hemisphere, and the colour
ight. In the case of ideal GND recovery, plots on the third row should be orange and
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 3. Olivine GND densities recovered by each inversion method using an input curvature corresponding to 1012 m�2 on each real slip system (i.e. top six rows). The
location of each point represents the normal to the hypothetical specimen surface orientation in the crystal reference frame plotted in the lower hemisphere, and the colour
represents the calculated GND density. The crystal reference frame is given in the lower right. In the case of ideal GND recovery, plots on the top six rows should be orange
and plots on the lower three rows green. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

D. Wallis et al. / Ultramicroscopy 168 (2016) 34–4540
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are in orientations consistent with slip-systems predicted to be
activated by the loading direction (compression direction top to
bottom). In contrast, the Hough-based results lack many of the
structures visible in HR-EBSD results. In particular, the α23 map
lacks the prominent boundaries, and the finer bands are only
subtly resolved. Similarly, the HR-EBSD maps largely lack visible
background noise, whereas noise in the Hough-based maps ob-
scures much of the detail. Note that these results are not affected
by the differences in figure colour scaling.

3.2. Inversion methods and their orientation dependence

The extent to which each inversion method is able to recover
the synthetic input GND density is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2
presents the GND densities recovered from curvatures corre-
sponding to an input of 1012 m�2 GND density on the (010)[100]
slip system (one of the most common in naturally deformed oli-
vine). In the case of perfect inversion, each plot corresponding to
this slip system (i.e. row three in Figs. 2 and 3) should be coloured
orange, and all the other rows should be entirely green. The trial of
pinv6 recovered GND densities very similar to the input for all
specimen surface orientations except those parallel to [100]. Si-
milarly, the L1 scheme successfully recovered most of the input
GND densities, but also erroneously yielded significant densities in
four other dislocation types. Other inversion methods recovered
lower densities of GNDs than the input but distributed over mul-
tiple slip systems. The trial of lsq12 yielded dislocation densities of
similar magnitude to the input but of the opposite sign and on a
different slip system, (001)[100]. None of the inversion methods
invoked significant quantities of the ‘fictitious’ slip systems. A si-
milar set of results was obtained regardless of the dislocation type
used as an input, as long as it was one of the six real dislocation
types.

Fig. 3 presents the GND densities calculated from curvatures
corresponding to an input of 1012 m�2 for all six of the real olivine
dislocation types, simultaneously. In the case of accurate inversion
for GND densities, each plot corresponding to the real dislocation
types (i.e. the top six rows) should be coloured orange, and the
bottom three rows should be entirely green. It should be noted
that each calculated GND density in Fig. 3 results from (1) curva-
ture associated with GND densities input for that dislocation type
and (2) curvature erroneously generated by input GND densities of
other dislocation types (as seen more clearly when inputting only
one dislocation type, e.g. Fig. 2).

As in the case of an input GND density for only one dislocation
type (Fig. 2), the results from pinv6 in Fig. 3 most closely match
the input. The GND densities retrieved are in excellent agreement
with the input for the majority of specimen orientations. The L1
results yield similar distributions to those from pinv6, but with
Fig. 4. Curvatures arising from edge and screw dislocations with [100] Burgers vectors.
Burgers vector. Screw dislocations are associated with two rotation components, so the
significant noise resulting from the superposition of the erroneous
GND densities (as apparent in Fig. 2). The other inversion methods
clearly perform worse at recovering the input GND densities than
L1 and pinv6.

It should be noted that the technique is insensitive to edge
dislocations in a small range of orientation space in which the
Burgers vector is normal to the specimen surface (i.e. green hor-
izontal flashes in Fig. 2; also Fig. 4). In contrast, screw dislocations
are related to two different orientation gradients, such that their
full curvature is only measurable on planes normal to the Burgers
vector (Fig. 4).

3.3. Varying EBSD acquisition settings and comparison to decorated
dislocations

The effect of varying mapping step size and pattern binning on
the calculated mean GND density is presented in Fig. 5. The mean
GND densities for undeformed olivine and undeformed silicon are
within error and are taken to represent the noise floor inherent in
the technique. The mean GND densities of olivine deformed at
388 MPa differential stress are approximately an order of magni-
tude greater than those of the undeformed samples at equivalent
step sizes. Calculated mean GND densities decrease systematically
with increasing step size between 0.5 and 20 mm (Fig. 5a).

The GND density detected also varies with EBSP binning. As
EBSP pixel binning is increased up to 8�8, the calculated mean
GND densities in the undeformed samples increase slightly from
�1�1011 m�2 to �4�1011 m�2 (Fig. 5b). This increase is pre-
sumably due to decreasing angular resolution resulting in in-
creasing noise. In contrast, the mean GND density of the deformed
olivine, which exhibits overall higher GND density than un-
deformed olivine, is relatively insensitive to the effects of in-
creasing EBSP binning, with values remaining at �2�1012 m�2

regardless of the degree of binning (Fig. 5b). Overall the impact of
varying EBSP binning on the estimated GND density is minor
compared to the impact of varying step size.

The effect of varying EBSD step size on the ability to resolve a
range of dislocation structures is presented in Fig. 6. The fore-
scattered electron image depicts decorated dislocations present
both as discrete dislocations in a variety of orientations distributed
throughout grain interiors and also arranged into straight or gently
curved subgrain boundaries. High-angle grain boundaries are
evident from the more prominent oxidation. The GND density map
collected with 0.25 mm step size exhibits comparable structure to
the forescattered electron image. Both subgrain boundaries and
regions of high dislocation density visible in the electron image
correspond to regions of high GND densities in the HR-EBSD map.
However, there are areas of high GND density in the HR-EBSD map
that lack corresponding dislocations in the electron image. This is
Curvature arising from edge dislocations is not measurable on planes normal to the
ir full curvature can only be measured on planes normal to the Burgers vector.



Fig. 5. Variation in estimated geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density for single crystals of undeformed silicon (black), undeformed olivine (red) and deformed
olivine (blue) as a function of (a) EBSD mapping step size and (b) EBSP pixel binning. EBSPs in (a) were collected with no binning and original map sizes were in the range
30�21 points to 500�400 points. Both were subsequently reduced by under-sampling. Maps in (b) have 8–10 mm step sizes and ranged from 25�20 to 67�42 points.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation of the measurements within each map area. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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the case for both distributed dislocations (e.g. bottom centre) and
subgrain boundaries (e.g. centre right). This apparent absence of
oxidation is likely due to these dislocations lacking a rapid oxygen
diffusion pathway to the specimen surface during oxidation (N.B.,
the imaged surface was internal to the specimen during oxidation
Fig. 6. Dislocations (e.g. yellow arrows), subgrain boundaries (e.g. orange arrows) and g
electron signal) and HR-EBSD methods in specimen PT-0652. The highest spatial resolu
binning. This dataset was under-sampled and results re-calculated to generate maps wit
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
prior to polishing, so dislocations intersecting the observation
surface may not have intersected the oxidised surface). HR-EBSD-
derived GND density maps therefore have potential to reveal more
dislocation structure than can be imaged by the traditional oxi-
dation decoration method. Note that the noise floor at this step
rain boundaries (e.g. red arrows) imaged using oxidation decoration (forescattered
tion EBSD map contains 157�108 points at 0.25 mm step size and 2�2 EBSP pixel
h 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm step sizes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
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size is o3�1013 m�2 (Fig. 5), and therefore most of the map in
Fig. 6 corresponds to meaningful signal.

Fig. 6 also depicts the change in spatial resolution as step size is
varied. As step size is increased to 1.0 mm, finely distributed dis-
locations are no longer spatially resolved, but structures char-
acterised by higher GND densities can still be identified. At 2.0 mm
step size, only the most prominent boundaries are spatially re-
solved. In general, the GND densities in the maps progressively
decrease with increasing step size, consistent with the trends
presented in Fig. 5.
4. Discussion

4.1. Advantages of applying HR-EBSD to olivine

HR-EBSD offers significant advantages over conventional EBSD
for detailed analysis of olivine deformation, in particular for ana-
lysis of dislocation structures that yield low misorientation angles.
The EBSP cross-correlation approach provides dramatically im-
proved angular resolution compared to Hough transform-based
analysis [9,13,14,47]. The reduced noise floor allows low-angle
boundaries to be more clearly resolved, as demonstrated in Fig. 1,
and provides sensitivity to GND densities on the order of 1011 m�2

at large step sizes of �10–20 mm (Fig. 5). The minimum GND
densities confidently observable by the Hough transform-based
analysis will be 2–3 orders of magnitude larger. Furthermore, the
GND content can be divided into different dislocation types based
on their resulting curvatures (Fig. 7) [9]. This subdivision is pos-
sible because HR-EBSD allows both misorientation angles and axes
orientations to be determined simultaneously and precisely, even
for small misorientations of 1° or less [58], which is not possible by
conventional EBSD analysis [59]. The only other method that can
distinguish dislocation types is TEM, however, HR-EBSD offers the
advantages of analysing larger length-scales, often including
multiple grains with ease, and requiring simpler specimen
preparation.
Fig. 7. GND densities of individual dislocation types in olivine sample PI-1433. The cha
orientation and loading direction are shown, along with the Schmid factor (SF) and resolv
to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The ability to distinguish dislocation types allows analysis of
the roles of different dislocation types in forming intragranular
substructure and, more generally, of different slip systems in ac-
commodating crystal plastic deformation. For example, Fig. 7
presents GND densities for individual dislocation types in a de-
formed single crystal of olivine (sample PI-1433). Dislocations with
[100] Burgers vectors generally have the greatest densities, con-
sistent with this being the most easily activated slip direction in
olivine [40,41,53]. Two approximately perpendicular sets of
structures are also apparent, one predominantly in the maps of
(001)[100] edge and [100] screw dislocations, and the other in the
(010)[001] maps. These structures can each be interpreted as slip
bands in orientations appropriate for the respective dislocation
types (Fig. 7). This crystal was intentionally oriented to pre-
dominantly activate (010)[001] dislocations during the deforma-
tion experiment, and so it might be unintuitive that high densities
of (001)[100] dislocations are present. However, although the
(001)[100] slip system has a relatively low Schmid factor (0.24),
the large applied stress (388 MPa) results in significant resolved
shear stress on this slip system (93 MPa). Other boundaries are
present in maps for multiple dislocation types, indicating they are
more general in nature (Fig. 7).

HR-EBSD also has advantages for characterising dislocation
content over the traditional method of direct observation by oxi-
dation decoration. Not only can the dislocation types be more
readily determined as discussed above, but there are also more
subtle benefits regarding the observable dislocation densities.
Superficially, it might be expected that decoration would reveal
the full dislocation content, i.e. both GNDs and SSDs, whereas the
HR-EBSD approach used here only detects GNDs and therefore
should yield lower densities than observed by decoration. How-
ever, our comparison of these two methods (Fig. 6) demonstrates
that there is significant dislocation content revealed in the HR-
EBSD-derived GND density map that is not evident in the image of
decorated dislocations. There are both dislocations distributed
throughout the grains and dislocations arranged into subgrain
boundaries that are only observed in the GND density maps
racter of the most prominent structures, interpreted from dislocation type, crystal
ed shear stress (τ) on the relevant slip systems. (For interpretation of the references
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(Fig. 6). We attribute this difference to the necessity for con-
nectivity of diffusive pathways to the surface during oxidation.
That is, some dislocations lacked a rapid diffusion pathway to the
specimen surface during oxidation and failed to decorate suffi-
ciently. Thus, HR-EBSD provides a method for analysing dislocation
content that is less dependent on specimen geometry/preparation
effects than traditional oxidation decoration and may reveal
structure that would otherwise be undetected.

It is pertinent to note that the HR-EBSD method for deriving
GND densities is better determined when applied to orthorhombic
olivine than it is for typical applications in higher symmetry ma-
terials, such as cubic or hexagonal metals, and therefore specific
dislocation types can be resolved [48,49]. Such an advantage had
been noted by Reddy et al. [15] in Hough-based EBSD analysis of
zircon. This improvement results from the relatively small number
of available slip systems in olivine. Because of the long [010] di-
rection precluding slip with that Burgers vector, and the lower
crystal symmetry, olivine only readily exhibits six dislocation
types (accounting for screw and edge dislocations), whereas ma-
terials previously explored with HR-EBSD tend to have Z16 dis-
location types. With only six dislocation types, A is a 6�6 matrix,
and the inverse problem is therefore fully constrained with a un-
ique solution. Because least-squares inversion (pinv6) yields the
most reliable results in our sensitivity tests (Figs. 2 and 3), GND
estimation in olivine can avoid the energy minimising approach
that has been implemented in the poorer constrained metallic
systems (e.g. bcc iron [9], fcc copper [48], fcc nickel [60], hcp ti-
tanium [49]).

The results of our orientation testing demonstrate that GND
density estimation is accurate for a wide range of specimen surface
orientations in crystal space. The principle exceptions are edge
dislocations with Burgers vectors normal to the specimen surface,
which result in no measurable curvature, and screw dislocations
with Burgers vectors in or near the specimen plane, for which the
full curvature is not detectable (Figs. 2 and 4), in accord with [8].
This orientation dependence is important to note during experi-
mental design as single crystals, or polycrystals with strong crystal
preferred orientation, can be sectioned such that the specimen
surface is in a favourable orientation, thereby ensuring accurate
estimation of the GND density.

4.2. Optimising EBSD data acquisition for GND analysis

Jiang et al. [47] investigated the variation in apparent GND
densities in undeformed silicon and deformed copper as a function
of step size in the range 0.5–10 mm. They found that, in this range,
the apparent GND density decreased with step size. They attrib-
uted this effect to increasing proportions of the dislocation po-
pulation appearing as SSDs as the step size increased. That is, at
larger step sizes, there is a higher likelihood that pairs of dis-
locations exist between the measurement points with curvatures
summing to zero (e.g., a dislocation dipole). This effect is also
borne out by our olivine and silicon data up to step sizes of
�20 mm (Fig. 5).

Clearly, to resolve low GND densities, large step sizes are
beneficial. However, increased step size results in a concomitant
loss of spatial resolution of dislocation structures (Fig. 6). There-
fore, small step sizes are required to resolve short length-scale and
high GND density substructures, such as subgrain boundaries. We
note that the subsampling approach adopted in this study allows
both end members to be investigated and the optimal balance to
be determined, while requiring the acquisition of only one dataset.
Furthermore, since EBSP binning has a relatively minimal effect on
estimated GND density in deformed samples with significant
dislocation content (Fig. 5) [47], increased binning offers an ef-
fective means to increase mapping speed and facilitate collection
of high spatial resolution datasets in manageable mapping times.

4.3. Future applications

HR-EBSD provides the capability to quantitatively analyse oli-
vine GND densities and their distributions for all dislocation types
and over a wide range of length scales. Although the density of
decorated dislocations has been demonstrated to be proportional
to differential stress during deformation [40,41], HR-EBSD offers
potential to derive and apply new piezometric relationships based
on GND density that may be applied more reproducibly and
quantitatively to olivine. This approach may potentially also be
applied to other minerals whose dislocations are not easily deco-
rated. GND distributions derived from HR-EBSD maps may be used
similarly to infer differential stress based on existing subgrain-size
piezometers [40,43]. More generally, GND distributions may be
used to develop and/or test models for the role of dislocations
during creep. Moreover, the ability to distinguish the densities and
distributions of individual types of dislocation offers opportunities
to investigate changes in slip system activity and dislocation be-
haviour under variable environmental and mechanical conditions.
5. Conclusions

We have applied the HR-EBSD technique to olivine, the domi-
nant mineral in Earth's upper mantle, to determine GND densities
and distributions associated with creep. This technique has much
greater angular resolution (o0.01°) than conventional EBSD
(�0.5°), allowing lower angle substructures to be resolved [13].
Tests of a range of methods for estimating GND density from or-
ientation gradients demonstrate that GND densities in olivine can
be recovered without the need for additional constraining as-
sumptions typically employed for analysis of higher symmetry
metals. Comparison of HR-EBSD-derived GND density maps to
electron images of samples with dislocations decorated by oxida-
tion demonstrates that HR-EBSD can successfully characterise
areas in which dislocations are distributed and areas in which they
are localised into subgrain boundaries. Moreover, HR-EBSD reveals
information not captured by the decoration technique, such as the
presence of dislocation structures that failed to decorate during
oxidation.

As apparent GND density decreases with increasing step size,
data acquisition can be optimised for resolving either long wave-
length, low amplitude orientation gradients or shorter length
scale, high GND density structures such as subgrain boundaries.

HR-EBSD offers a new approach to investigate microstructural
characteristics with geodynamic significance. The ability to esti-
mate dislocation densities and length scales of subgrain structures
gives potential to apply and develop palaeopiezometric techni-
ques, and the ability to distinguish dislocation types offers new
opportunities to investigate variations in slip system activity and
the role of dislocations in a range of creep regimes.
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